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We believe at its core, architecture is not about bricks, mortar, wood, glass and steel. 

It’s not really even about plans or aesthetics. Sure, these are all important but anyone 

can give you these things.

We believe at its heart, architecture is about people.

We believe architecture has the power to unleash true human potential. The power to 

enable people to be their best. The power to inspire people to be better human beings.

This is a big promise.

We don’t make it alone. Our team includes our clients. It includes everyone who uses 

and enjoys the spaces we create. Delivering on the promise requires dedication, 

listening closely, working diligently, collaborating relentlessly and executing brilliantly. 

It’s no small task; we can only accomplish it together.

We believe great architecture is about more than elevating the environment.  
We believe great architecture is about elevating people’s potential.
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RESEARCH PREMISE:  
While we actively live, work, research and fight the spread of disease through the COVID-19 

pandemic, we have a unique opportunity to re-think architectural design.

A team of architects and designers from each of our firm’s geographical offices and studios are 

leveraging different city reactions and personal life circumstances to provide insight to this issue.

Most occupants enter buildings through a front door that includes a vestibule, lobby, reception 

area or social space; the first line of defense. 

RESEARCH GOAL:  
How can designers improve the built environment, material selection and user experience of 

building lobbies while decreasing the potential spread of infection?
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Living through the 2020 pandemic, we have been reminded that the built environment can and should play a more 

active role in preventing the spread of infectious diseases. As with any collection of knowledge, we must take what 

we’ve learned from this experience and build on it in order to provide safer working, living, learning and healing 

environments for building occupants. 

The research contained in this document examines the building entry lobby and how the design of this space can serve 

to mitigate the spread of infection. In the following pages, you will see a breakdown of common components within 

most building lobbies including the entry vestibule, lobby desk, seating area, public restroom, and vertical circulation. 

These components are discussed with suggested improvements in three different time frames: now-term, short-term and 

long-term. During a pandemic, the now-term solutions discussed can be implemented on a temporary basis in order 

to avoid expeditious spread of disease. The short-term solutions may assist in providing more permanent and cost 

effective approaches. The long-term solutions will provide ideas that can be executed for a major renovation or new 

construction project, further preventing the spread of disease.

Technology will play an important role in securing the building lobby from the spread of infections. Potential technology 

solutions are addressed throughout the document as they relate to each component of a lobby. The team has also 

taken a deep dive into material options in order to minimize the spread of germs and create a building environment 

focused on occupant health and wellness.  

The work contained in this document is not exhaustive, but serves to start the conversation around holistic design 

solutions for building lobbies and entrances. If the design of building lobbies can more adequately control infection, 

prevent it from progressing beyond the lobby, and make the space feel clean, then that building will be a healthier 

place in which to live, work, learn and heal.

DESIGNING LOBBIES IN RESPONSE TO PANDEMICS

EXPERT INSIGHTS: KELSEY A. WEBB, MEGHAN BENTHEIMER, 

JEFF ANDERZHON, NICOLE CONNER, EMILY MCNAMARA + JULIE GRAHAM
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NON-ARCHITECTURAL CHANGE:

• Increase support for mobile + virtual work

• Initiate a stricter sick / stay at home policy 

• Provide graphics + signage to communicate building protocols

ASK THE BUILDING OWNER/OPERATOR
• What cleaning procedures does the building have and how is it implemented?

• Is there existing exterior space or opportunity for access to an exterior space?

• Do most building occupants use the stairs or elevator(s)?

• Does the elevator core have any special sanitation features?

• What security systems are used within the lobby? 

ASK THE TENANT
• In the event of a pandemic, do you need to/are you able to stay open? At what capacity?

• Do you have a work from home policy? What percentage of staff work from home?

• What building entrances are used? Who/When/How often?

For more resources related to architecture, planning and interior design recommendations  

related to post pandemic facility designs visit eua.com/covid19insights

http://eua.com/covid19insights
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LOBBY COMPONENTS 

ENTRY VESTIBULES

LOBBY DESKS

SEATING AREAS

PUBLIC RESTROOMS

VERTICAL CIRCULATION
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COMPONENT PHASING

Immediately actionable with minimal disturbance to existing architectural elements.

Actionable with some disturbance to existing architectural elements, some renovation required.

Actionable with significant disturbance to architectural elements; best implemented at the start  

of a new project or major renovation.

NOW-TERM

SHORT-TERM

LONG-TERM

Lobby Component Relationship Diagram



1. ENTRY VESTIBULES
The entry vestibule serves as the first point of contact as residents, employees and visitors enter a building. A vestibule 

can be viewed as an ‘anteroom,’ a program element often used in healthcare design, to provide a buffer between two 

rooms controlling air flow, movement and the passage of contaminants.  

Oconomowoc Area School District - Ixonia Elementary School
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COMPONENT PHASING CONSIDERATIONS

Sun Prairie Elementary School

Froedtert South Pleasant Prairie Hospital

Rockwell Automation

NOW-TERM
• Provide Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) station (masks, tissues, 

wipes, hand sanitizer).
• Add signage graphics for wayfinding, physical distancing markers 

and any building protocols.
• Most vestibules have separate mechanical controls. Adjust air flow  

as required to maximize indoor air quality.
• Consider adding a temporary set-up for screening visitors upon 

arrival for any symptoms of illness.
• Determine if all people entering the building will use the main  

front entry or if the building type requires a separate entrance for 
staff or deliveries.

• Increase cleaning frequency and notification of cleaning for 
occupant assurance.

SHORT-TERM
• Install touch-free automatic door operators
• Install an intercom and remote door release between vestibule and 

building, which can be controlled by a reception or security desk.
• Built-in PPE station to align with tenant or owner brand.
• Consider adding thermal scanners for high volume entrances, such as 

K-12 education and entertainment venues.
• Use material changes in flooring and ceilings to give visual cues for 

safe separation (i.e. 6’-0”). 
• Consider upgrading mechanical systems to optimize air flow  

and filtration.

LONG-TERM
• Plan for a larger vestibule to ensure that both doors will not be open 

at the same time.
• The additional size and space could then be used for visitor 

screening / testing during pandemics. A larger vestibule also offers 
space for physical distancing.

• Promote one-way traffic by designing a dual entry vestibule or 
separate entry / exit vestibules.

• Position soft space, such as a community room, next to vestibules to 
allow for additional flexibility during pandemics.

• Consider additional technology such as thermal scanner and facial 
recognition to identify unwell visitors.

• Utilize mechanical systems that provide positive air circulation and 
filtering in vestibules to prevent infected air from entering the building.
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1
Existing Plan: EUA Milwaukee Office

User Vestibule Study Diagram
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ENTRY VESTIBULES

SHORT-TERM

Install intercom and remote door release

Install touch free automatic door openers

Lock secondary entrances

NOW-TERM

Doors held open for hands free operation.  
During a pandemic, consider if the doors  
should be locked to prevent free entry

PPE Station

Promote one-way traffic by having visitors / 
occupants exit through a secondary door

LONG-TERM

Create distinct and physically separated  
entry / exit sequence

Create a larger entry vestibule

Permanently control any secondary entry,  
preferably eliminating those which are  
determined to be redundant
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VESTIBULES : A DEEPER DIVE

The entry vestibule is the transition space from the outdoors to the indoors, it is also a building’s first line of defense 

during a pandemic. In modern construction, the vestibule’s primary purpose is to reduce infiltration, keeping 

unconditioned exterior air out of a building and therefore reducing energy costs.   

The IECC (International Energy Conservation Code) requires a vestibule for any building entry that leads to a space 

3,000 sq ft or greater. It is also a requirement that the vestibule is large enough so that both doors are not open at the 

same time. The most common suggested minimum is 10 feet in length, however this is rarely a sufficient distance when 

you consider automatic doors and continuous traffic in and out of a space.   

In addition to code requirements, LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) includes a credit for indoor 

air quality that addresses entryway systems. In the current version, the requirement states that the building must install 

a permanent entryway system at least 10 ft long in the direction of travel to keep dirt and particulates from entering the 

building. Typically, this is accomplished through walk-off mats, using either a slotted grille system that allows cleaning 

underneath or rollout mats.   

Increasing the size of vestibules is often seen as unnecessary, as the space is underutilized and in the case of 

commercial offices, not rentable space. However, if we start to think of the vestibule as more than a transition space it 

can become a key programmatic element and provide opportunities to improve the safety and health of our buildings 

during pandemics.   

During normal operations, in addition to their energy saving benefits, vestibules can provide additional seating area, as 

well as a location for services such as valet or security. A vestibule also serves as the first point of contact for any clients, 

patients, visitors that enter your space and can be used to educate visitors about your brand, services and mission.   

During a pandemic, a vestibule can serve as the location for PPE, screening visitors for potential signs of illness and 

also preventing visitors from entering until they have been cleared. With the increase in technology, vestibules can 

be designed to include thermal scanners for high volume entrances and facial recognition software for employees or 

repeat visitors. When thinking of the look and feel of the vestibule, using materials that are durable, easy to maintain 

and clean is imperative. For more information on materials please reference pages 32-35.
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VESTIBULE CIRCULATION DIAGRAM

Canopy - Provides protection from weather 

during high volume use in order to allow for 

physical distancing.

Doors - Automatic sliding doors or hands free 

operation.

PPE - Provide an easily visible PPE station at the 

entry. Provide hand sanitizer upon exiting.

Separate Vestibules - Provide one-way traffic 

flow by separating entry and exit. This also allows 

for separate HVAC controls.

Flooring - Provide walk-off mat system to  

reduce contaminants from entering lobby.  

Use flooring patterns for visual cues to  

encourage physical distancing.

Thermoscan - Consider space for  

temperature screening equipment as part  

of building infrastructure.

Flex Space - Areas adjacent to vestibules  

can be used for waiting, screening, valet,  

security or equipment storage.

Security - Remote door release technology 

allows for door between vestibule and lobby to be 

locked during a pandemic or other security event.

CANOPY LOBBY
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2. LOBBY DESKS
The concept of a lobby-desk exists in every place type. It is the place a guest goes to check-in whether at a hospital, 

school, senior living facility, apartment building or office. Although desks may vary in function or design, all desks pose 

a risk of spreading germs through the touching of surfaces and proximity of people. How can lobby desks be improved 

to reduce the risk of spreading infection? Are there other ways we can design check-in functions using technology such 

as virtual assistants and mobile devices? 

Charter Communications VCSII
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COMPONENT PHASING CONSIDERATIONS

Fairhaven Senior Services

ProHealth Care Waukesha Memorial Hospital

NOW-TERM
• Consider use of a virtual assistant in addition to a reception or 

check-in desk to limit unnecessary interaction with receptionist.
• Develop new guest entry protocol, such as waiting in vestibule,  

until a specific time before meeting / appointment. 
• Provide temporary graphics / distance indicators on flooring.
• If physical distancing between staff or staff and visitors is not 

feasible, install temporary barrier. 
• Hand sanitizer stations at check-in / reception. 
• Encourage pre-registration for healthcare.

SHORT-TERM
• Consider use of a virtual assistant or digital check-in procedure  

in lieu of a reception desk. 
• Physical distancing cues in floor or ceiling patterns. 
• Demountable partitions or screens that can be reused / attached  

to reception desk. 
• Locate desk in a manner that promotes a direct approach for visitors 

to minimize contaminated surfaces.

LONG-TERM
• Incorporate UV light sterilizer system to be turned on at end  

of day for overnight sanitation.
• New reception desks should be designed so that if needed,  

two employees could work at the desk while physical distancing  
is maintained. 

• Deeper transaction surface and/or work surface to encourage  
further distance between staff and visitor.

• Utilize low-wall air returns (similar to an operating room)  
at reception desks to remove contaminants from space.

• Consider adding enclosed meeting rooms at lobby to eliminate 
visitors circulating through the building.

Sheboygan Falls School District



Cleaning Caddy at Desk

Hand Sanitizing Station

Social Distance Indicators 

Digital Check-in + Check-out

Sneeze Guards
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Existing plan: EUA Milwaukee Office

Lobby Desk Pandemic Safety Suggestions
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NOW-TERM

Add a virtual assistant with accompanying 
signage immediately upon lobby entry

Provide temporary graphics on flooring

Add hand sanitizer stations
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Discourage people leaning against desk 
by adding screens

Add a demountable partition or screen to 
separate two people working at the desk
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LONG-TERM

Design a custom desk with dimensions 
large enough to seat two people while 
maintaining distance from each other 
and guests, residents, staff, etc

Incorporate UV light sterilizer system
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3. SEATING AREAS
Nearly all built environments provide a seating area adjacent to the main entry. These areas can look different 

depending on the place type. In a hospital the function could be a waiting area, while in a residential or office 

building it may serve as a social gathering zone. However, one consistent factor in these spaces is that they provide a 

comfortable setting where people can engage and interact. How can we create comfortable and aesthetically pleasing 

social zones that reduce exposure to contaminants? 

Froedtert & the Medical College of Wisconsin Drexel Town Square Health Center
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COMPONENT PHASING CONSIDERATIONS

Shady Lane Nursing Care 

CSG International

NOW-TERM
• Decrease the existing amount of furniture to support social distancing.
• Post cleaning protocols and maximum occupancies  

throughout space. 
• Utilize mobile screens and cleanable items such as side tables  

or broad leaf faux plants to separate seating groups.
• Remove accessories such as magazines, toys and throw pillows. 
• Place hand sanitizer stations in the vestibule and lobby.

SHORT-TERM
• Specify seating with durable upholsteries that are bleach  

or solvent cleanable. 
• Incorporate hard seating options.
• Provide flooring transitions, such as area rugs or material changes, 

to indicate placement of separate groups. 
• Create integrated hand sanitizer and sanitary wipe cleaning stations 

for guests and staff.

LONG-TERM
• Provide large seating areas adjacent to elevator lobbies for queuing. 
• Separate seating groups into defined zones. 
• Design flexible rooms that can be used as meeting spaces, offices, 

etc. and that can be easily converted for various other functions.
• Add easily movable seating to allow for flexibility.
• Opt for laminate furniture options over wood for durability  

and easier cleaning. 
• Design for one-way traffic if possible.

Sheboygan Falls School District
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Existing Plan: EUA Milwaukee Office

Small-Scale Moveable Furnishings
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NOW-TERM

Separate seating groups with  
mobile screens

Rearrange and decrease 
amount of existing furniture

Remove unnecessary surfaces
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4. PUBLIC RESTROOMS
According to the article “The Germiest Places in Your Community” published on WebMD, public restrooms are one of 

the most prolific spots for the spread of germs. Under normal circumstances this is true, but when discussed at the scale 

of a world-wide pandemic this issue becomes exacerbated. There is a lot that can be learned from public restroom 

design in airports and sports venues that can be applied to other place-types. Similarly, there is the interesting issue of 

balancing sustainability with a high level of sanitation. 

Froedtert & the Medical College of Wisconsin Sports Science Center
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COMPONENT PHASING CONSIDERATIONS

WashBar by Bradley Corp

SECURA Insurance

NOW-TERM
• Evaluate ventilation, install UV duct filtration as needed.
• Post cleaning protocols and signage to follow CDC-recommended 

hand washing guidelines.  
• Add decals on floors and mirrors explaining personal  

cleanliness measures.
• Decommission tightly spaced fixtures.
• Add hands-free door hardware allowing user to open with  

a foot or elbow.
• Provide hand-sanitizer at entry/exist in addition to soap  

provided at sinks. 

SHORT-TERM
• Replace existing fixtures with touchless fixtures.
• Add lighting occupancy sensors.
• Replace air dryers with automatic paper towel dispensers or install 

integral dryers at each sink to reduce the spread of contaminated  
air and water.

• Replace hardware and fixtures with naturally antimicrobial silver  
or copper options.

• Add full height restroom partitions.
• Install UV lighting to provide additional sanitation.
• Employ a restroom attendant to ensure space is properly cleaned 

and guests maintain safe social distancing.

LONG-TERM
• Design a maze entrance in order to maintain privacy while 

eliminating entry door.
• Single-stall, fully-enclosed water closets with shared sinks  

available outside the toilet area.
• Consider gender-neutral restrooms to eliminate uneven usage, 

crowding and waiting time.
• Provide deeper sinks to minimize water splash back onto the  

user or surrounding horizontal surface.
• Design improved ventilation systems by incorporating the use  

of MERV-13 filters1.
• Toilets with automatic open / close seat lids. 
• Social distancing cues designed into interior finishes.
• Minimize grout and other hard to clean, porous materials.

Comcast Spotlight Office 

1 https://msystems.asm.org/content/5/2/e00245-20

https://msystems.asm.org/content/5/2/e00245-20


5. VERTICAL CIRCULATION
Arguably the most difficult concept to master during a pandemic is circulation. As creatures of habit, once a routine 

is learned it is difficult to change it. How can building circulation be designed to decrease the spread of germs while 

maintaining efficient movement for building occupants? 

Froedtert & the Medical College of Wisconsin Sports Science Center
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COMPONENT PHASING CONSIDERATIONS

Holland + Hart DTC

SECURA Insurance

NOW-TERM
• Promote the use of stairs to reduce elevator congestion.
• Encourage occupants to use one stair for traveling up and a 

separate stair for traveling down.
• Consider an attendant to control traffic and push call buttons.
• Program elevator doors to sit at rest with doors open
• Adjust capacity of elevators to allow for physical distancing.
• If two elevators are available, assign one elevator for up and one  

for down to improve traffic flow.

SHORT-TERM
• Promote physical distancing at queuing zones through flooring and 

ceiling patterns.
• Replace or add UV lighting to eliminate bacteria from the elevator car.
• Install air filters to improve air quality.

LONG-TERM
• Consider open stairs for public circulation to reduce elevator usage.
• Consider increasing size of the elevator car to increase capacity and 

allow for distance between passengers.
• Implement concierge style elevator call technology via mobile app 

or facial recognition (allows for touch free elevator use).2

• Use mechanical air filtration system within elevators.

Northwestern Mutual - Van Buren Office Building

Holland & Hart

2 https://www.thyssenkrupp-elevator.com.cn/en/cn/covid-19/

https://www.thyssenkrupp-elevator.com.cn/en/cn/covid-19/
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LOBBY

Open Stair - A communicating stair in the lobby  

can encourage users to take the stairs and reduce 

elevator traffic.

Queuing - At elevators, provide areas designated for 

queuing to allow passengers to exit the elevators prior  

to new passengers entering.

Flooring - Use flooring patterns for visual cues to 

encourage physical distancing.

Hand Sanitizer - Provide at call buttons / touch points.

Cab Size -  Evaluate size of elevators in order to allow 

ample space between passengers.

One-Way Flow - Encourage separate zone for exiting 

elevator to allow spacing between passengers.
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Vertical Circulation Diagram
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NOW-TERM

Install hand sanitizer at 
call and floor buttons

Program elevator doors  
to sit open at rest

Use temporary signage  
to denote an area for queuing
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Use floor pattern changes  
to denote queuing and  
exiting zones

Replace cab finishes  
to promote physical distancing

Provide hold open door 
hardware that is tied to the 
building fire alarm allowing 
stair doors to remain open 
except during an emergency
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Increase elevator cab size

Encourage stair use by 
including a communicating, 
open stair
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FINISHES + FIXTURES 
According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the average American spends 87% of their life indoors. During 

pandemic times, that percentage increases as stay-at-home orders are issued and people worry for their health. More 

time inside means noticing details we may have not dwelled on before, such as the design and cleanability of finishes 

and surfaces around us. How can we balance health and cleanability with aesthetics in our built environments? 

Johnson Controls - Hawley Road
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COMPONENT PHASING CONSIDERATIONS

GE Healthcare Research Park

The Easton

NOW-TERM
• Reduce the quantity of soft surfaces. 
• Apply a temporary antimicrobial film to commonly touched surfaces. 
• Add decals to flooring to promote physical distancing 
• Utilize plexiglass screens at lobby desks to protect staff from visitors.

SHORT-TERM
• Utilize door hardware with antimicrobial finish or implement  

hands-free operations. 
• Consider use of acrylic screens or glass partitions at lobby desks and 

seating areas to provide separation with sense of transparency.
• Consider recladding high touch surfaces such as lobby desks and 

elevator cab walls with non-porous, hard surfaces for easy cleaning. 
• Re-upholster soft seating in more durable materials appropriate for 

more rigorous cleaning protocols. 
• Replace wood veneer tops with solid surface or glass for  

easier cleaning.

LONG-TERM
• Utilize non-porous, hard surfaces at high touch areas 
• Consider limiting the use of more porous materials, such as wood,  

to surfaces that are not frequently touched. 
• Provide increased walk-off mat coverage at vestibules to remove 

contaminants prior to entering the building. 
• Specify soft flooring surfaces with appropriate fiber content and 

backings for frequent cleaning. 
• Consider the use of removable area rugs in lieu of carpet insets  

so material can be removed from space and more easily cleaned. 
• Design all surfaces with minimal seams and joints to prevent 

collection of contaminants in areas that are hard to clean.

Rhythm Apartments
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FINISHES + FIXTURES : A DEEPER DIVE

As designers, we focus on specifying materials that speak to an organization’s brand and vision while keeping the 

health and wellness of building occupants a top priority. The challenge this presents is specifying appropriate finishes, 

with evidence-based performance information, that supports an owner’s vision and positively impacts the psychological 

perception of a space. 

The finishes and fixtures that occupy our interior environments play a complex role in that process. Beyond the first 

aesthetic impression of a design, finishes impact our physical, psychological and behavioral experience in a space. 

When faced with a pandemic, people’s first instinct is often to turn to antimicrobial products - where the surface 

destroys or prohibits the multiplication of contaminants. There are many antimicrobial solutions currently on the 

market that have varying applications and proven levels of effectiveness. It is also important to note that most products 

classified as antimicrobial utilize a surface coating or technology that can wear off or lose effectiveness over time with 

exposure to harsh cleaning agents.

An alternate way we can promote cleanliness in our interior environments is to look at the application of porous vs. 

non-porous surfaces. Most successful designs tend to utilize a combination of these materials but where they are 

applied can make a difference in how well a space is able to be cleaned. Specifying finishes that are appropriately 

durable will enhance the user experience as well as the longevity and usability of a space over the life of a building. 

Beyond thinking about the ability to disinfect surfaces and minimize contaminant build up, there are other 

considerations for how finish selections can impact the health and wellness of building occupants. It is important 

to consider the impact on indoor air quality (IAQ), and when possible, designers should use materials with low or 

no volatile organic compounds (VOC’s). Secondly, in order to reduce occupant exposure to airborne chemicals, 

construction schedules should allow for appropriate off-gassing periods prior to building occupancy. 

Ultimately, the interior finishes and fixtures should consider and balance disinfect ability, durability, and design. There 

is no single solution that will work for every market type and client. What is critical is the role that finish and furnishing 

selections can play in the health, experience, and perception of a space.
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Franklin Public Schools

Orthopaedic Associates of Wisconsin
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COMPONENT FINISHES

Not all materials in a built environment can be non-porous. Beyond the practicality of providing soft surfaces for 

acoustics and comfort, these materials play an important role in the psychological experience of a space. When looking 

at soft surfaces in a building entry, consider the appropriateness of the materials for the application. When evaluating 

upholsteries, consider if the product can be cleaned with a bleach solution or solvent to allow for increased disinfection. 

Additionally, many common upholsteries and vertical surface textiles can be treated to provide an integral moisture 

barrier or stain repellent for easy cleaning and prevention of mold or bacteria growth. 

ENTRY VESTIBULES

Walk-off mats

Antimicrobial film or antimicrobial metal finishes on door hardware

LOBBY DESKS

Acrylic screens

Non-porous counter materials - quartz or solid surface

Plastic laminate

SEATING AREAS

Various textiles - bleach cleanable, crypton fibers, laminated textiles

Wool area rugs 

Resilient flooring - luxury vinyl tile, rubber flooring 

Carpet - tile or broadloom
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COMPONENT FINISHES

High touch areas such as elevator cabs, stairs and public restrooms generally utilize non-porous hard surfaces which 

can be cleaned with bleach or harsher disinfectant solutions. Hard surfaces with higher porosity are more appropriately 

used on walls or surfaces that are not frequently touched. The way hard surfaces are detailed also plays a role in how 

well a space or element can be cleaned; the fewer seams and joints between materials, the fewer small crevices where 

germs can collect. Using large format floor and wall tiles with fewer grout joints allows for easier cleaning.  

PUBLIC RESTROOMS

Porcelain tile

Antimicrobial paint

Antimicrobial metal finishes

Non-porous countertops - quartz or solid surface

Powder coated steel toilet partitions

VERTICAL CIRCULATION

Wall protection panels

Bleach cleanable wallcoverings

Printed panels rather than wood panels

Walk-off-mat or carpet tile
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WELL-BEING + WELL-BUILDING
The WELL Building Standard™ Building Standard should be considered as people begin to re-design existing spaces 

and plan for future projects. This building rating system is focused on how buildings can positively influence the health 

of the people who work, live, learn and heal within them. It is an evidence-based and robust standard that relies on 

scientific research and on-site performance testing. The implementation of the WELL Building Standard will set the 

message that the building owners and / or tenants are invested in and have a strong understanding of the wellness of 

their occupants. The following are some strategies from WELL that could be applied to existing and new lobby designs.

Gauthier Biomedical
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Oklahoma Methodist Manor Senior Independent House

Lyric - Stone House Mixed-Use 

VENTILATION EFFECTIVENESS +  
ENHANCED VENTILATION
It is extremely important to provide adequate fresh air 

into spaces, especially into spaces where people will 

congregate. While supplying fresh air will not eliminate 

risk of viral infection, it has been proven to dilute human 

and product-generated air pollution to decrease the risk.  

Linking the fresh air to CO2 sensors will save energy costs 

by only running the additional fresh air when needed.   

OPERABLE WINDOWS
Encourage building owners to introduce fresh air into 

lobbies if the outdoor air quality is acceptable.   

POLLUTION INFILTRATION MANAGEMENT
Current studies that show viruses can live and be 

transported on the bottom of our shoes. The Healthy 

Entrances strategy in this feature encourages teams 

to provide sufficient walk-off carpets and/or mats at 

entrances to trap as many particulates as possible 

before they have the opportunity to travel deeper into the 

building. This feature also gives advice on proper cleaning 

so the contaminants are not redistributed in the space.

AIR FILTRATION
Provide appropriate air filters for equipment and be 

diligent about maintaining them.

MICROBE + MOLD CONTROL
Use UV light treatment within the air circulation system to 

kill viruses and pathogens.           

          

HAND WASHING

At restrooms, provide appropriate clearance between water 

spout and edge of sink to avoid user’s needing to touch the 

sink bowl. Provide disposable paper towels for hand drying 

as air dryers can recirculate pathogens in the space. 

ENHANCED DAYLIGHT ACCESS 
Access to daylight is shown to reduce stress and 

improve mental wellbeing, allowing people to feel more 

comfortable and less anxious while in a space.  

Gauthier Biomedical

Denver Botanic Gardens Hive Cafe
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Follow our team on LinkedIn

I believe that it’s my responsibility and privilege as a designer to shape the environments where we spend our time. The 

current circumstances that we are all living and working through have challenged us to rethink best design practices. As 

an Interior Designer in EUA’s Denver office, I am inspired by the opportunity to help my hometown grow through this 

pandemic and to contribute to a future that is more thoughtful and resilient for the community. 

MEGHAN BENTHEIMER  NCIDQ, IIDA
workplace

eua.com/MeghanB
meghanb@eua.com 
303.256.1127

As designers of the built environment we have an obligation to create spaces that are not only comfortable and 

functional but to protect occupants from carelessly introduced diseases. This is especially true in senior congregate 

living environments where the occupants may have compromised health issues. This population cohort is one in which 

I am a member and one in which I have spent a career designing for: attempting to create environments that not only 

assist in maintain their dignity and independence but also protecting their health. 

JEFF ANDERZHON FAIA
senior living 

eua.com/JeffA
jeffa@eua.com
414.291.8148

There is a Spanish-born author who said, “Those who do not learn from the past are condemned to repeat it.” I am 

highly motivated by the notion of comparison to learn and push boundaries. In the current state of the world, designers 

have a unique opportunity to seek direct feedback from our communities and design with informed intention so that 

during pandemic times all place-types will be better equipped to continue business. 

My innate desire to research and analyze stems further from growing up in a multi-cultural bilingual home, where 

varying points of view and interpretation of an idea were common. As a Designer at EUA having experience in both 

workplace and living environments while also having immediate family and friends in the medical field, I know there 

are underlying concepts we can implement to make our building lobbies safer and healthier. 

KELSEY A. WEBB 
workplace | living

eua.com/KelseyW
kelseyw@eua.com
414.291.8103

http://eua.com/MeghanB
http://eua.com/JeffA 
http://eua.com/KelseyW
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We spend a staggering amount of our time indoors making it imperative that the spaces we occupy are functional, 

aesthetically pleasing and safe. As an Interior Designer specializing in living environments and as a mother-to-be living 

in a downtown high-rise, it is my passion to create healthy spaces that are comfortable and support the needs of their 

users no matter their age or lifestyle. 

NICOLE CONNER NCIDQ
market rate + senior living

eua.com/NicoleC
nicolec@eua.com
414.291.8179

As an Architect in EUA’s healthcare studio, my mindset is to always design for the well-being of staff and patients. As a 

mother, I’m trying to navigate the current environment and make decisions about the health and safety of my family. 

In both aspects, I desire to continuously improve the environments we live, work and spend our time in. The current 

pandemic has pushed us to re-think best practices and habits to seek a healthier, more resilient, built environment. 

EMILY MCNAMARA AIA, LEED AP BD+C
healthcare

eua.com/EmilyM
emilym@eua.com
414.298.2272

Our drive to make a difference has been amplified during this pandemic. I feel this professionally as an architect and 

personally as my husband navigates life with leukemia. While we all prioritize being safe and well, as we should, it 

is important for architects to stay connected to experiences we are creating and what it feels like to be in these ‘new’ 

spaces. It is my intent for the function to be flawless and to provide beauty. 

JULIE GRAHAM   AIA, LEED AP
healthcare | education

eua.com/JulieG
julieg@eua.com 
608.442.6689

http://eua.com/NicoleC
http://eua.com/EmilyM
http://eua.com/JulieG
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